
Managers, 
  
All scoreboards are fully operational. It is the responsibility of the HOME team to set up the scoreboard at 
the beginning of each game and for the VISITING team to turn it off and put the controller away. 
 
 Please see notes below if you cannot get the board to work: 
  
Jericho Field 1 
  
1) The plug for the controller (found in J1 shed) should be connected to the outlet to the left of the garage 
door to the shed.   The controller can then be placed on the red table for use. 
2) If no power to the controller check the breakers inside the shed to the right of the garage door if you 
are standing inside. 
3) The controller must be plugged in, turned on, and have signal to scoreboard for board to operate!   
Make sure the antenna is attached to the controller properly!  
4) If all is done above and board is still not working make sure the switch on the back of the scoreboard is 
on.   This is a simple grey on/off switch as part of an electrical box that is on the wood base supporting 
the board. 
 
  
Jericho Field 2 
  
1) Make sure the J2 scoreboard power breaker is on (this is marked clearly on panel located outside 
shed). 
2) Make sure the breaker that supplies power to the outlet on J2 side of shed is turned on (again, clearly 
marked on panel) 
3) Controller must be plugged in and turned on, and have good signal to board for board to operate.  
Make sure the antenna is attached to the controller properly!  The controller can be placed on the furthest 
3rd base side bleacher from home plate for use. 
4) If all is done above and board is still not working make sure the switch on the back of the scoreboard is 
on.   This is a simple grey on/off switch as part of an electrical box that is on the wood base supporting 
the board. 
 
Jericho Field 3 
  
1) Make sure the J3 scoreboard power breaker is on (this is marked clearly on panel located outside 
shed). 
2) Make sure the breaker that supplies power to the outlet on J3 1st base line light pole is on  (again, 
clearly marked on panel) 
3) Controller must be plugged in and turned on, and have good signal to board for board to operate.  
Make sure the antenna is attached to the controller properly!    The controller can be placed on the 
bleachers closest to the light pole outlet for use that is on the 1st base side. 
4) If all is done above and board is still not working make sure the switch on the back of the scoreboard is 
on.   This is a simple grey on/off switch as part of an electrical box that is on the wood base supporting 
the board. 
 
 
Thanks and have a great season!!!! 


